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About This Game

Bob has crashed on a strange planet, lost a bunch of parts for his ship and above all, is late for work!
Find the lost parts and rebuild your ship along the way to solve challenging, physics-based puzzles. You can build your ship any

way you like in the ship builder – try to find the coolest ship-design for the puzzle at hand!

Rebuild your ship any way You like

Find the lost parts and tools for Your ship – You’ll need them to solve puzzles!

25 Chapters of solid level design and clever puzzles

Many hours of replayability, with secrets, Achievements, Leaderboards and more
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bob came in pieces

Fun little game. Exquisite campaign map detail and creation. I just finished the Berbers campaign and I loved it!

The campaign goes back to more simpler but effective formula. The Pyrenees map was so well done! Reminded me of AoE1
Hannibal march through the Alps! Oooh nostalgia!

Next the rest, Malians, Ethiopians, and Portuguese!

By far, this expansion is superior to the Forgotten, though I do like Forgotten Empire's civs.

PS: I finished Berbers campaign but no achievement. I noticed that there are TWO Portuguese campaign Almeida
achievements, even for the Berber icon. Bug probably, please fix!. THIS GAME DESERVES A MOVIE!. Massively more
difficult than the Andriod/IOS version due to poor controlls

on Andriod/IOS you can change from left to right instantly, on pc it takes about 2 seconds, making it really slow and fustrating!

please fix cos this game is fun <3. Finally, a properly good Mario-Kart-a-like on PC. A whole lot less irritating, too.. I've never
been big fan of shoot and run, so it looked something different. And it is!
There's RPG mentioned in description, and it works perfectly in the game. I've never been RPG fan either, but it sits very well
and expands main goal of the game - shoot to other ship.
It's teamwork game, no teamwork - no fun and wins also.
Yep, it's a little problem of the lack of players, but I never felt very lonely, because I always found somebody connected and
playing. And remember to read instructions about how to play it, before playing it! After reading it you can find a lot of things
you even couldn't imagine it.
Nice game, I love it!. While I like this game, there was a point where my choice didn't seem to matter. In chapter 6 I chose to be
an ambassador, yet the next page, the start of chapter 7, skipped straight into "The beginning of the war..." as if I'd said to just
go to war. I'm not sure if that's intentional or a mistake in the game, but I recommend this game regardless.
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quot;Michael Jackson's monkey completed a pilgrimage with your dad, can you handle that truth?"

If you want to make weird and stupid insults which includes show biz related stuff like above, I would recommend this game..
This game may be old with quite outdated graphics, but I have found it a nice distraction when playing with an Xbox 360
Controller. You will unlock new bikes and drivers via career mode, and all the other modes are interesting in their own ways.
Yes, the controls are a little touchy, and a few of the bike setup options seem to make very little difference. The graphics are not
pretty or up to date. But with that said, I've been having great fun with it. In career mode, you have driver health and motorcycle
damage to keep in check. Almost every race so far in C Class has unlocked either a new bike or a new driver for Championship
mode. While I haven't finished the game yet, I have definitely had great fun with what I have played. I usually play very modern
driving games like Gran Turismo 6, GRID 2, MX vs. ATV, Motorstorm, etc. Despite it's very visual age, this game is still fun if
you like to race. It is a bit strange and is sponsored by a specific motorcycle company. But the strangeness makes it charming
and the Ducati sponsorship means great bikes to ride and unlock.

Highly recommended for fans of motorcycle racing games, especially if you don't mind slighty better than PS1 graphics and
controls. I think it's great, but your experience may vary.. This is the third Pixel Puzzles game that I own and it's one of the best
of the series, along with Undeadz. The rotation mechanic is great and I hope to find it in future Pixel Puzzles games.

Pros
+ Rotation of puzzle pieces! = higher difficulty
+ 25 puzzles (significantly more than Japan\/ Undeadz), longer gameplay ~16h total
+ Fun tile edges e.g. bird beaks (as in Undeadz)
+ Ingame bonuses: sorting tray, shuffling pieces +\/- collect crabs for your hints
+ Menu small bonus: minigame, art gallery, instructions
+ You can access easily puzzles with a lot of pieces and return later to smaller ones (unlike in Japan\/Undeadz)

Cons
- birds birds birds photography, no sketches, paintings etc (unlike Undeadz)
- annoying detailed texture background for the puzzle (cliffs with water) - somtimes too similar to the puzzle pieces
- ads in main menu for other games. I recommend even if I only play 1 hour

but for now I will not play more. to much repetition

I was expecting to have the ability to develop more the taste of the wine like adding fruit or chocolat.

I love the minimalism setting. This game has alot of potentiel , I will keep a eye for update. Perhaps the best audio & gameplay
experience ever condensed into two hours.. I really want to enjoy this game. I love the visuals, colors and overall environment of
Lumini. I found that the contols in this game are completely frustrating! I swear (alot) and cringe whenvever I have to get the
"pinwheels" to get going enough to get a door open to procceed is something that is more invasive as chewing on tinfoil. Also,
you lose just about everytime you come near one of the big monsters. All you can do is "shockwave" them to very temporarly
stun them. You can't kill them....just stun. Trying to get away with horrid controls...just adds to the frustration! I really really
want to love this game. If there is an update to make it better, then I am most willing to give it another go. Until then, I will find
a game that is fun....not torture. Try it.....when it's on a REALLY good sale.
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